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Professor Edgerton's well-used years of waiting have meantime borne
their fruit, two stately volumes upon the Hindu story-book called
Panchatantra. That is the work which (as Hertel says) "has made a
triumphal progress from its native India over all the civilized lands of
the globe, and which for more than fifteen hundred years has delighted
young and old, rich and poor, and still delights them, and which has
exercised a greater influence than any other work of India upon the
literature of the world." It was the Panchatantra that formed the
basis of the studies of the immortal pioneer in the field of comparative
literature, Theodor Benfey, as set forth in his volumes entitled Das
Pantschatantra (1859). Edgerton's title reads:
The Panchatantra reconstructed: an attempt to establish the lost original Sanskrit
text of the most famous of Indian story-collections, on the basis of the principal ex-
tant versions. Text, Critical Apparatus, Introduction, Translation. By Franklin
Edgerton, Assistant Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Pennsylvania. Vol-
ume 1: Text and Critical apparatus. [Volume £: Introduction and Translation.]
Published by the American Oriental Society, New Haven, Connecticut, U. S. A.
The subject of Edgerton's two volumes is the same as that to which
were devoted no less than seven volumes of this Series, as planned by
the editor: namely, four volumes (11-14) actually issued and contain-
ing HertePs text-editions; and three volumes, still unpublished, to wit,
Paul Elmer More's translation of volume 11, and Lanman's of volume
14, and Hertel's "The New Benfey/' This last is an attempt to do in a
manner adequate to the possibilities and needs of the twentieth century
what Benfey did for the nineteenth.
It was the results of HerteFs investigations, as laid down in this
Series and elsewhere, that challenged Edgerton to a thorough-going
criticism. The outcome of that criticism is embodied in his Pancha-
tantra volumes. I should have been only too glad to have them form a
part of this Series — a thing which for many obvious reasons would
have been natural and desirable; but I did not dare at the time to make
new commitments before seeing the way clear to fulfil prior obligations,
His Panctatantra ought to appear simultaneously with his Yikrama
volumes. It bids fair to become a landmark in the history of the study
of the literature of India. To its author, my congratulations and bast
wishes.
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